
 

 
 
Be in control of your budgets with an app - Zuper in an interview 
 
Source: 
https://finanzrocker.net/mit-einer-app-die-budgets-im-griff-behalten-zuper-im-interview 
  
June 20, 2018 - I think a lot of budget tools. Not only do they help you to get an accurate                     
overview of your finances, but they also support you to keep control over all your expenses.                
By now, even the banks that offer the integration of other bank accounts via interfaces have                
noticed this. In addition, there are many apps and programs which provide these services. A               
brand new app is Zuper. Robert Blessing explains more about Zuper in this interview. 
 
Overview Zuper 
 
Recently my credit card was blocked without stating reasons. However, I haven't noticed any              
transaction in the last few weeks. I was not allowed to ask any questions to the bank. 
 
Also, Deutsche Bank made a transaction over 20€ for an income statement which I hadn't               
requested, two weeks ago. The tax reform in the US has resulted in four (!!!) corrections to                 
Qualcomm's dividend payments. This resulted in a total of four changed income statements             
for the tax year. But that's why it's so important always to have an overview of current                 
account, call money, clearing account and depot. 
 
In the meantime, I have received a new credit card for free and also got the 20 Euro                  
refunded (plus a new income statement ;-)). These two examples, once again showed me              
how important a detailed overview of all my accounts, depots, and credit cards is. 
 
I have this with my account management software Money Money. Every charge and receipt              
will be displayed to me immediately after logging in. Unfortunately, this solution is only              
available for Mac. Windows users need to choose the slightly more substantial and extensive              
solution Starmoney . 
 
For the younger ones, who mainly use their smartphones, so far, there has been a solution                
with Outbank to keep track of all accounts. Unfortunately, the company went bankrupt and              
was taken over by the comparison portal Verivox. And who wants to leave his sensitive data                
to a comparison portal? Although Verivox claims that all data is encrypted and that they               
have no access, I do not feel good about it. 
 
The latest attempt to make account management capable for mobile launches the FinTech             
start-up Zuper from Munich. You probably already heard about it in my podcast episode 97,               
as Zuper presented this episode. 
 
With Zuper, you can easily integrate your accounts and categorize budgets. Thanks to new              
gamification elements, banking should also have a new role in the lives of users. I have                
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interviewed marketing manager Robert Blessing for a few questions about the app, the             
security, and the start-up itself. 
 
Interview with Robert Blessing 
 
What is Zuper?  
 
Zuper is an app for managing your finances and to better control your expenses. 
 
In the past it was relatively easy to keep track of your expenses. You had cash in your purse,                   
and a look into the purse was enough to know how much money is still there. 
 
Today it is much more confusing: with all the different forms of payment (by card, cash, bank                 
transfer, direct debit or whatever) it has become much more complicated to keep track of               
your finances. 
 
This is where the Zuper app comes into play: 
 

● Thanks to a direct online banking connection to all your accounts, you have all your               
income streams and expenses at a glance 

● Thanks to automatic categorization, you always see how much money you have            
spent on each category, for example, food or shopping. 

● And thanks to the budget function, you can set spending limits and get push              
notifications as soon as the budget is reached or even exceeded. 

 
We are just getting started and want to give users an easy-to-understand and smart app for                
managing their finances. We're continually evolving the app, and recently we have launched             
our Financial Health feature - an intelligent financial coach that helps you to manage your               
money healthier. More features and improvements will follow in the coming months. 
 
What sets you apart from other budget and account tools? 
 
We want to relieve the user of a lot of manual work. For example, by integrating directly                 
with your bank accounts, you do not have to enter your expenses manually. We              
automatically categorize each transaction and add the costs per category together. 
 
About all important events in your accounts, we inform the user via push message - an active                 
opening of the app is therefore not necessary to always have an overview of the current                
events on their accounts. 
 
Besides, the app works with most banks in Germany and Austria (other countries in Europe               
coming soon). You can also manage multiple bank accounts with the app. In this way, you                
can set up budgets for all your accounts, or just for specific accounts. 
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But we even go one step further and have started our financial health feature in addition to                 
budgets, accounts, and mobile banking tools. Similar like a fitness app helps you to become               
physically fitter and healthier, our Financial Health feature helps you become financially            
fitter and healthier. This is done through individually tailored tips and recommendations that             
show you what you can do today in small steps to be financially better tomorrow. 
 
Last year Outbank went bankrupt because users did not want to pay for using the app.                
How do you plan the financing? And above all, what do you want to do differently? 
 
The Zuper app is and remains free for our users. Our goal with Zuper is to build a full-fledged                   
financial platform that supports our users on every step towards their financial goals.             
However, unlike other apps, this is not about simply integrating a store for financial products               
or even advertising. Thanks to our integrated technologies, we can offer users specific             
products that really are an additional benefit for them.  
 
A concrete example: We have seen that many of our users have few or no savings for their                  
future. With intelligent savings goals, we are building a function alongside the budget that              
enables users to prepare for emergencies or fulfill their wishes. To simplify this process, we               
can directly offer users their own savings account, which is integrated with the app and               
automates some processes. 
 
Outbank was taken over after the bankruptcy of the comparison portal Verivox.            
Personally, I would have a problem with making my account information available to such              
a company. Many others feel the same way. Ultimately, the user pays here with his data                
for use. How do you manage sensitive data? 
 
Privacy is a big topic that is connected to every aspect of our work. In order to ensure the                   
protection and security of user data, we use the same security standards as banks and are                
also regularly certified by the TÜV. Of course, these are just the basics. 
 
To be able to act independently in the future and not to rely on third-party providers, we                 
would like to offer products such as intelligent savings goals and even fair instant loans               
ourselves. For this reason, we are currently acquiring our own banking license. 
 
For users, this has the distinct advantage that the data is NOT shared or even sold to third                  
parties. 
 
I'm a big fan of fitness apps that spur you on and on with gamification. For financial health,                  
you have been inspired by it. How can I imagine that? 
 
We all know today what to do to make your body fitter and healthier... and yet many are                  
using a fitness app to get specific training plans and track their progress. 
 
It is exactly this approach that we apply to finances. We call it Financial Health. 
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Financial Health uses a holistic approach to determine your financial status. Thanks to direct              
online banking connection to all your accounts, it is possible to make a very individual               
assessment of the situation. This is then rated on a scale of 1 to 100 with the Financial Health                   
Score. The score serves users as an objective indication of how well their finances are               
positioned. At the same time, through the score, one's own progress can be tracked over a                
certain period of time. 
 
Based on your score, the app gives you tips & recommendations tailored to your individual               
situation. It is particularly important for us to design the suggestions in such a way that they                 
are easy to understand and easy to implement. Above all, the right timing plays a significant                
role. 
 
For example, Zuper's Financial Assistant points out that you often overdraw your account             
and repeatedly pay high-interest rates, even if you actually have enough money. 
 
You are planning to get your own banking license. Why is that so important? 
 
As mentioned earlier, we do not want to share personally identifiable information with third              
parties. 
 
Our goal is to redefine finance and banking with Zuper, offering our users the features and                
products they need to help them on their journey. For the future, we, therefore, plan to                
expand Zuper to include additional functions and products, such as the previously            
mentioned savings targets or fair instant loans. 
 
To be able to provide these functions and services ourselves and not rely on third-party               
providers, we are currently acquiring a banking license. 
 
What are your goals for the future? 
 
Above all, the expansion into new countries is an essential point for us. New regulations in                
the banking system and global FinTech trends enable us to grow almost smoothly             
throughout Europe. After we went to Austria last autumn, there are more neighboring             
countries coming soon. 
 
But also in the app itself will happen a lot in the next few months. We regularly update Zuper                   
with new features and improve existing ones to adapt to the needs of our users. 
 
Thanks for the interview, Robert! 
 
Learn more about Zuper here. 
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